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Review
In a world without numbers, we would be unable to
build a skyscraper, hold a national election, plan a wed-
ding or pay for a chicken at the market. The numerical
symbols used in all these behaviors build on the approxi-
mate number system (ANS) which represents the num-
ber of discrete objects or events as a continuous mental
magnitude. Here, we first discuss evidence that the ANS
bears a set of behavioral and brain signatures that are
universally displayed across animal species, human cul-
tures and development. We then turn to the question of
whether the ANS constitutes a specialized cognitive and
neural domain – a question central to understanding
how this system works, the nature of its evolutionary
and developmental trajectory and its physical instantia-
tion in the brain.

Universality and domain-specificity
The case that the approximate number system (ANS) is
cognitively universal is based on four sources of evidence:
cognitive development [1,2], comparative cognition [3–5],
cross-cultural cognition [6] and neurobiology [7–9]. Collec-
tively, these four types of evidence have established a case
for a culturally, developmentally and evolutionarily
universal system for representing ‘numbers’ as mental
magnitudes. Less clear, however, is whether the neural
system supporting the ANS is exclusive for numerical
representation.

Numerical cognition is often considered to be a quin-
tessential cognitive domain [5,7–11]. What constitutes a
cognitive ‘domain’, however, remains controversial. Most
would agree that a domain defines a set of specialized
(although not necessarily modular) processing mechan-
isms that become engaged only when presented with
particular types of information [12]. In addition, domain-
specific cognitive faculties are typically hypothesized to
require specialized neural architecture [13]. The degree to
which numerical cognition satisfies either of these criteria
of domain-specificity is currently unresolved [14–16].

In what follows, we discuss evidence supporting the
developmental and evolutionary primacy of the ANS. We
then weigh evidence for and against the idea that there are
unique behavioral and neural signatures for approximate
numerical processing. In particular, we consider whether
non-numerical magnitudes such as time, size, ordinal
position and brightness recruit the same cognitive and
neural machinery as numerical magnitudes. Endorsing
and extending prior reviews [17,18], we conclude that
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the cognitive and neural systems mediating the ANS are
largely co-extensive with those mediating other types of
quantitative judgments, thereby calling into question the
notion of a domain-specific system devoted to numerical
processing.

A primitive system for representing ‘number’
The primary behavioral signature of the ANS is Weber’s
law (Box 1),whichholds universally across species, human
development and human cultures [1,2,8,9]. For example,
whenmonkeys and college students are tested in the same
numerosity comparison and addition tasks, Weber’s law
similarly predicts their performance [4,19] (Figure 1).
Moreover, numerical discrimination in infancy is reliably
predicted by numerical ratio [20,21], indicating that the
behavioral signatures of the ANS emerge within the first
year of human life. Finally, Amazonian peoples without
verbal counting systems show ratio dependence when
comparing relative numerosity, despite the lack of an
exact appreciation for large numerical quantities [6].
Ratio-dependent nonverbal number discrimination, evi-
dent across species, cultures and development, indicates a
universal analog mental code for representing number
approximately.

Neurobiological studies of the ANS in adult humans
have yielded a highly reproducible set of brain areas that
contribute to numerical cognition. Specifically, regions of
the parietal cortex along the intraparietal sulcus (IPS)
seem critical for approximate numerical cognition.
Patients with parietal lesions can be impaired in making
numerical judgments (Figure 2), whereas other cognitive
abilities remain normal [8,9,22,23]. Furthermore, studies
of patients with semantic dementia (and anterior temporal
lobe atrophy) have shown that numerical skills can be
spared in cases in which other semantically demanding
tasks such as picture categorization or picture naming are
impaired [24]. Approximate numerical judgments, thus,
require an intact parietal lobe, and doubly dissociate from
other types of semantic judgments, which require temporal
lobe processing. Human neuroimaging studies converge
with the neuropsychological evidence and implicate the
IPS specifically, and parietal cortex more generally, in
numerical processing [8,9]. In adulthood, the IPS shows
a ratio-dependent blood-oxygen-level-dependent (BOLD)
response to numerical stimuli [25,26] and is more engaged
during numerical processing than shape and color judg-
ments [27].

Adult-like neural signatures of approximate numerical
processing emerge as early as four years of age in children
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Box 1. Analog representation of approximate number

Weber’s law states that the difference in intensity needed to

discriminate two stimuli is proportional to their objective intensities

or, DI/I = k, where I is stimulus intensity and k is a constant that

signifies the resulting sensitivity to changes (or differences) in

stimulus intensity. Under Weber’s law, discrimination performance

is modulated by the ratio of the intensities rather than their absolute

difference.

Weber’s law adequately predicts performance on numerical tasks

but it does not address the initial process that translates a set of

objects into a numerical representation. Currently, two competing

models attempt to explain the process of forming an approximate

numerical representation. In the mode-control model [40], an

accumulator is serially incremented by a constant amount for each

object or event, and the accumulated signal indexes the total

number of objects or events in the set. A second model [100]

invokes a parallel summation mechanism in which the objects in a

set are detected in parallel and passed to a summation stage that

accumulates signals across the object detection stage, ultimately

indexing the total number of objects in the set. In their accumulation

stages, both models postulate that objective, discrete numerical

value is analogically translated into a continuous subjective

representation of numerical value or an analog magnitude repre-

sentation.

Figure 1. Numerical judgments in monkeys and humans follow Weber’s Law. (a)

In a recent study from our laboratory, monkeys and adults were trained to

discriminate stimuli based on their best estimate of numerical value. Adults were

specifically instructed to avoid verbally counting and to respond as rapidly as

possible. For both groups, accuracy (b) and response times (c) were modulated by

the numerical ratio between the stimuli. In addition, accuracy performance is

predicted by a mathematical model of performance that adheres to Weber’s law.

Reprinted, with permission, from Ref. [19].
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who are not yet proficient verbal counters [14,28]. More-
over, measurements of stimulus-evoked electrical activity
on the scalp (event-related potentials [ERPs]) indicate that
these signatures develop even earlier, within the first
months of life [29,30]. In short, although there are probably
developmental changes in the neural processes underly-
ing the ANS, the IPS seems to be involved throughout
development.

In parallel, neurophysiological studies in monkeys have
identified populations of neurons in parietal cortex that are
sensitive to the cardinal value of elements in a visual array
or sequence of elements [31–34] or the number of times an
action is performed [35]. This line of research indicates
that ventral intraparietal (VIP) neurons might provide a
numerical ‘readout’ of accumulated sets of objects, events
or actions. A recent neurophysiological study has demon-
strated that, in contrast to the cardinal value response of
VIP neurons, number-sensitive neurons in the lateral
intraparietal area (LIP) respond to the number of elements
in their receptive fields in a monotonic fashion, with firing
rate increasing or decreasing with numerical magnitude
[34]. These observations invite the hypothesis that the
representation of cumulative numerical magnitude is
maintained by the monotonic LIP population and trans-
lated into cardinal representations of total numerosity in
VIP. Alternatively, differences in the neural responses of
these two intraparietal regions could reflect differences in
the behavioral or neural protocols employed in the exper-
iments. Yet, in either case, the numerical tuning functions
of neurons in VIP and LIP provide evidence of a neural
foundation for the behavioral distance and magnitude
effects characteristic of the ANS.

The evidence for similar numerical processes, from a
diverse set of methods, populations and species, makes
a strong case that the basis of numerical representation is
a primitive cognitive and neural system. However, is there
neuralmachinery dedicated to number representation that
is not used for representing size, length, time or other
continuous variables? For that matter, are the behavioral
2

signatures of numerical judgments common to judgments
of other magnitudes such as size, length or time? Here, we
explore the possibility that the cognitive and neural
processes involved in representing and manipulating
numerical information reflect operations that are broadly



Figure 2. Brain damage reveals distinct functional localization of numerical and non-numerical semantic judgments. (a) Patients with temporal lobe atrophy can show

impairments in categorization and recognition tasks involving animals, objects or letters, but be unimpaired on tasks requiring numerical computation, recognition and

counting. (b) By contrast, patients with right parietal lesions can be impaired at tasks involving mathematical operations such as addition, subtraction, number comparison

and bisection, but be unimpaired in categorization and recognition of non-numerical stimuli. Drawn, with permission, from Refs [23,24].
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available for processing other types of quantitative
information.

Cognitive similarities between number and other
magnitudes
Magnitude judgments are those that invoke questions such
as ‘Which is more?’ or ‘Which is bigger?’ Judgments of this
nature can be applied to size, length, time, loudness,
number or any uni-dimensional property of an object or
set. In fact, several cognitive signatures of magnitude
processing are common to numbers and many other quan-
titative dimensions. The shared cognitive signatures of
quantitative judgments implicate both a common mental
code for quantitative representation and a commonmental
comparison process for judging their magnitude.

Despite the prevalent view that numerical cognition
operates within its own domain [5,7–11], the notion of a
generalized magnitude system for representing number
and non-numerical quantities is not new [1,17,18,36–43].
For example, Walsh [17] synthesized the behavioral and
neurobiological evidence that time, space and number
share common processing mechanisms and proposed that
they are linked to guide action because the computations
necessary to determine the spatial location of an object
depend crucially on quantitative computations such as
‘how far’, ‘how many’ and ‘how long.’ According to Walsh’s
[17] account, mental magnitudes are bound to one another
through the computational demands of the motor control
system.

One possible point of convergence in the cognitive pro-
cessing of mental magnitudes is in the format of their
underlying mental code. Psychophysical data collected
over the past two centuries demonstrate that Weber’s
law characterizes a wide variety of magnitude judgments
[36,37,40]. Beyond numerosity, time and spatial extent,
Weber’s law characterizes judgments of loudness, pitch,
warmth, weight, brightness, perceived difficulty and many
other continua. We can infer from Weber’s law that the
psychological format of these quantities takes the form of
an analog magnitude (Box 1). Moreover, if these quantities
share a common representational format, we might expect
that mental transformations across quantitative dimen-
3
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sions are feasible. Indeed, humans are facile at measuring
one magnitude as a function of another magnitude; adults
canmeasure brightness in terms of handgrip pressure, line
length, number or loudness [44], providing evidence of a
translational mechanism between quantitative repres-
entations.

Representations of time and number in particular have
long been hypothesized to originate from a common repres-
entational system. A seminal study by Meck and Church
[40] shows that rats can simultaneously estimate time and
number and their estimates of these quantities shift to the
same degree when they are administered methamphet-
amine. Since the Meck and Church [40] study, a great deal
of work has revealed parallel sensitivity for time and
number discrimination in non-human animals and adult
humans [40,45,46].

Beyond time and number, dual representation studies
testing the simultaneous quantitative representation of
dimensions such as size, brightness and angle also have
reported parallel cognitive effects (e.g. interference) among
distinct quantities [47–50]. The overall implication is that
a common analog magnitude code underlies a wide variety
of quantitative representations, thereby causing these
representations to interact during simultaneous judg-
ments.

Commonalities in an underlying mental codemight also
underlie the well-established link between quantitative
and 1D spatial representations [51]. Adult humans seem
to intrinsically map numerical representations onto a uni-
dimensional spatial mental number line [18]. This spatial
mapping of number has been termed the spatial-numerical
association in response code (SNARC). However, beyond
number-space relations, other research has demonstrated
spatial mappings of non-numerical quantitative infor-
mation such as pitch and ordinal position [43,52,53].
Furthermore, some evidence indicates that ordinal pos-
itions in arbitrary lists can be encoded as analog magni-
tudes [42,54]. One possibility, then, is that 1D spatial
representations and magnitude representations interact
because they are encoded in a common analog mental
currency.

Neuropsychological studies provide further evidence
that multiple quantities share cognitive representations.
[55]. Patients who neglect the left side of space similarly
neglect the left side of the mental number line. When the
same patients are asked to indicate the spatial or numeri-
cal mid-point of two anchor values, their answers system-
atically shift in the same direction. A similar finding has
been reported for left neglect patients on an interval
timing bisection task [17,56]. Moreover, a recent study
of color-number synaesthetes shows that the irrepressible
perceptual bond that synaesthetes experience between
specific colors and numbers can be explained by a sys-
tematic association between numerical magnitude and
luminance intensity [57]. Thus, non-idiosyncratic intrin-
sic associations between number and other continuous
dimensions also occur, perhaps as a result of their common
underlying code.

A second possible point of convergence among quanti-
tative judgments is the mental comparison process. Dual-
task studies have revealed substantial overlap in the
4

cognitive resources used in quantitative judgments of
time, size and number but considerably less overlap be-
tween quantitative and non-quantitative tasks such as
color or shape judgments, rotary tracking, phonological
memory and visuo-spatial search [17,47,58,59]. Studies
of this nature support the idea that global cognitive
resources are shared to a greater degree among quanti-
tative judgments than between quantitative and non-
quantitative judgments. A common mental comparison
process could be a cognitive source of these dual-task
interference effects.

Several studies have examined the algorithm under-
lying magnitude comparison [38,39,60–62]. Rather than
focusing on the mental currency or global resources of
quantitative representations, these studies have examined
the computations necessary to relate mental magnitudes
to one another along a continuum. The mechanisms that
mediate magnitude comparisons are hypothesized to oper-
ate on analog magnitude representations like those
described for numerical values. The dominant theory of
the cognitive processes underlyingmagnitude comparisons
asserts that reference points of extreme values (i.e. the
smallest and largest values) are used as anchors for com-
parisons along a given continuum. Each pair of stimuli
encountered is compared to the reference points to deter-
mine which of the pair is closer to the smaller end, in the
case of ‘Which is smaller?’, or closer to the larger end, for
‘Which is larger?’. Response time in the decision process is
determined by evidence accrual towards the target end of
the continuum.

The primary evidence for the reference-point model of
magnitude comparison is the semantic congruity effect
(Box 2), which is observed when adult humans compare
numerical values [60]. Semantic congruity effects, how-
ever, are not unique to the numerical domain and are
instead found when a wide variety of stimuli are compared
along a single dimension [38,39,60–62]. Additionally, the
semantic congruity effect is not a uniquely human phenom-
enon because monkeys show semantic congruity effects for
magnitude judgments [3]. The fact that a semantic con-
gruity effect emerges in non-humans and holds for com-
parisons of many different uni-dimensional properties
indicates that mental comparisons of numerical values
recruit an evolutionarily primitive cognitive algorithm
that applies to a wide variety of quantities. Together with
the ubiquitous analog format of mental magnitude repres-
entations, this generalized comparison process could con-
tribute to the common cognitive signatures of quantitative
processing.

Current evidence from human developmental studies
implicates similar developmental trajectories for discrimi-
nating quantities [63,64]. Infants of a given age show
similar precision at representing magnitudes such as sur-
face area, time and number [20,21,65–67] (Figure 3).
Furthermore, the ratio that infants require to successfully
discriminate a change in time and number systematically
declines over the first year at the same rate. The degree to
which judgments of different quantities overlap in infancy
will have important implications for the origins of the
common cognitive signatures of quantitative judgments
observed in adulthood.



Box 2. The semantic congruity effect

It seems intuitive that judging whether a mouse is smaller than a

squirrel should be psychologically equivalent to judging whether a

squirrel is larger than a mouse. However, surprisingly, people are

actually faster to report that a mouse is smaller than a squirrel than

to answer that a squirrel is larger than a mouse! Conversely, people

are faster to report the larger of two large animals such as an

elephant and a horse. Thus, for identical stimuli, the speed of

comparison depends on both the direction of the comparison and

the size of the stimuli. This effect has been termed the ‘semantic

congruity effect’.

Semantic congruity effects emerge in performance whenever

people compare two things along a single dimension (Figure I) and

have been reported for judging animal size, brightness, line length,

the distance between two cities, number, weight, the intelligence of

animals and many other dimensions [38,39,60–62]. These findings

implicate a generalized comparison process for relative judgments

of quantities.

Figure I. Examples of quantitative comparisons that elicit a semantic congruity

effect.

Figure 3. Infants can discriminate multiple quantities. Six-month-old infants show

similar sensitivity to discriminations to time, surface area and number. During

looking-time studies testing discrimination of each of these dimensions, infants

look longer at novel values when they are in a 1:2 ratio to the familiar stimuli but

they do not look longer to novel stimuli presented in a 2:3 ratio to the familiar

stimuli [20,65,66]. These findings indicate that infants can discriminate time,

surface area and number at a 1:2 ratio but not at a 2:3 ratio. However, although at 6

months of age babies require a twofold change in number, time or surface area to

detect a change, by 9 or 10 months of age a 2:3 ratio is sufficient for discrimination.
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Neural overlap between number and other magnitudes
Multiple sources of evidence, including neuropsychological
and neuroimaging studies of humans in addition to neu-
rophysiological studies of non-human primates, have con-
verged on parietal cortex, particularly the IPS, as a
substrate for numerical cognition. Classically, however,
parietal cortex is associated with attention, visuo-spatial
reasoning and the visual guidance of motor behavior [68–

70]. Damage to parietal cortex can lead to hemi-spatial
neglect and/or extinction in addition to an inability to use
visual information to guide reaching, grasping or orienting.

Numerical cognition seems to depend on many of these
same structures within the parietal lobe. In fact, patients
with the neurological disorder Gerstmann’s Syndrome
present with an array of co-morbid cognitive impairments
including numerical, visuo-spatial and motor deficits [71].
However, as indicated earlier, neuropsychological and
neuroimaging studies have demonstrated that the neural
processes related to numerical processing can be disso-
ciated from other forms of semantic processing [22–

25,27,28] in addition to general cognitive operations such
as finger and eye movements, working memory and atten-
tion (but see Ref. [72]) [25,26,28,73–76].

Although neuropsychological and neuroimaging studies
have reported dissociations between numerical perform-
ance and performance during other semantic and cognitive
operations, the crucial question is whether similar dis-
sociations can be found between numerical processing
and processing of other magnitudes such as brightness
or size. To our knowledge, such data are not yet available
from neuropsychological studies. In fact, association rather
than dissociation among quantitative deficits seems more
likely: the extant neuropsychological literature indicates
that some neurological deficits in quantitative representa-
tion (particularly time, space and number), resulting from
parietal lesions, can co-occur [17,55,56].

A few neuroimaging studies have directly compared
brain responses to different types of quantitative infor-
mation [15]. Collectively, these studies do not provide a
compelling case for the specificity of numerical processing
in the brain. For instance, Pinel and colleagues [77] com-
pared brain responses during numerical processing with
5
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other types of quantitative processing. Subjects were given
a task in which they had to judge the approximate bright-
ness, size or numerical value of two Arabic numerals that
were presented simultaneously on a computer screen. The
values for each dimension were varied to equate difficulty.
Under these conditions, all three tasks (brightness, size
and number) activated a broad swath of the cortex along
the IPS relative to baseline, and each of the three tasks
evoked distance-related activations in this area. More
importantly, activation associated with each task varied
along adjacent segments of the IPS and only partially
overlapped. Anterior portions of the horizontal segment
of the IPS responded more strongly during numerical
comparisons than during either of the other two types of
comparisons. The authors argued that this pattern of
activity reflected ‘distributed but overlapping’ organization
of quantitative processing in the IPS.

Several other fMRI studies using a similar design have
reported somewhat conflicting results [75,78–80]. None of
these studies reported the same anterior–posterior organ-
ization of quantitative selectivity observed by Pinel and
colleagues [77]. Taken together, observations using the
same basic technique indicate substantial overlap among
brightness, size and numerical representations in parietal
cortex, thus raising the question of whether representation
of these dimensions is truly independent at the neural level.

Additional studies have identified regions of parietal
cortex that respond equally to judgments of line length,
size and number [81,82]. For example, Fias and colleagues
[81] demonstrated a convergence of activity in the IPS for
judgments of line length, angle aperture and number.
Similar findings have been reported for ordinal judgments
of the positions of the letters in the alphabet [82] and the
positions of arbitrarily ordered items from amemorized list
[42,83]. Judgments of such ordinal, but discrete, infor-
mation can also be interpreted as a magnitude judgment
[54] and might be accomplished in much the same way as
comparisons of numerical values.
Figure 4. Activation of parietal cortex by magnitude processing. Neuroimaging studies h

to stimuli from a variety of magnitudes including number, size, time, brightness and

represents peak parietal coordinates from studies of: number [26–28,73–78,80,82,97,98],

ordinal position [82]. Maps generated using Caret software (http://brainmap.wustl.edu/
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A similar case can be made for timing judgments.
Interval timing is hypothesized to recruit a widely distrib-
uted cortico-striatal circuit including the thalamus, stria-
tum and frontal and parietal cortices [84]. Although
within-subject data are necessary to determine whether
neural loci are identical across tasks, similar posterior
parietal regions to those reported for numerical judgments
have also been implicated in judgments of time [84–90].
For example, in a functional magnetic resonance imaging
(fMRI) study by Rao and colleagues [88], posterior parietal
activity during the comparison of the duration of two tones
was greater than during the comparison of their pitch.
Consistent with this claim, patients with damage to right
posterior parietal cortex can exhibit impairments in jud-
ging the relative duration of two tones but remain unim-
paired in judging tone pitch [91]. Although the specific role
of parietal cortex in the cortico-striatal circuit underlying
interval timing is unknown, it is possible that it is import-
ant for comparisons of temporal intervals. Notably, a
common feature of interval timing tasks and numerical,
size, ordinal position and brightness judgment tasks
described earlier is that they all require comparisons of
mental magnitudes (Figure 4).

Recent neurophysiological data from non-human
primates further implicate a common, evolutionarily pri-
mitive neural substrate in the representation of multiple
distinct magnitudes [92]. In one study, monkeys were
trained to perform a line-length matching task and
a numerical matching task. During stimulus presentation
or a subsequent delay, single neurons in area VIP res-
ponded selectively to visual stimuli based on their numer-
osity or length. Although some neurons responded only to
numerosity and others only to line length, a subset of cells
(�20%) responded to the magnitudes of both the line
lengths and the numerical values. These data support a
case, originally proposed by Pinel and colleagues [77], for
‘distributed but overlapping’ neural coding of quantitative
dimensions in the IPS.
ave reported activity in parietal cortex, including regions along the IPS, in response

ordinal position judgments. Each point on the inflated human cortical template

time [85,87,88,90], brightness [77,78,90], size [75,78,80,81], ordinal memory [83] and

caret; Ref. [99]).

http://brainmap.wustl.edu/caret


Box 3. Questions for future research

� What cognitive and neural processes distinguish numerical

processing from processing related to size, brightness and other

quantities at the level of the initial encoding of the representation?

� Can the magnitude representation process be psychologically and

neurally distinguished from the magnitude comparison process?

� Can analyses of individual subject data in fMRI studies reveal

individual differences in associations or dissociations among

quantitative processes?

� What is the contribution of brain regions other than parietal cortex

to approximate numerical processing?

� Do neuropsychological impairments in a variety of ordinal

quantitative judgments co-occur?

� What clues can the origins of numerical processing, as revealed

by human infant and non-human animal studies, provide about

the cognitive and neural relationships among quantities?
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One implication of these results is that different quan-
titative dimensions can be represented by generic magni-
tude-coding neurons. A second implication is that, at a
more global level, the IPS is recruited during judgments of
quantitative dimensions beyond number alone. Finally,
continuity across species in the overlapping neural repres-
entation of different quantities in parietal cortex indicates
that primitive magnitude processing algorithms originate
from an evolutionarily primitive neural source that is
common to humans and other primates.

Conclusions
A wealth of empirical data demonstrates that numerical
cognition is a primitive system that is shared with other
animal species and emerges early in development. These
data support the hypothesis that ‘number’ is a fundamen-
tal and universal cognitive capacity. Yet, several other
cognitive functions for discriminating magnitudes also
seem to be widely shared with other species and develop
early in ontogeny. These capacities include judgments of
size, time, brightness and other continuous quantities.

Our review highlights the commonalities in the cogni-
tive and neural signatures of number and continuous
magnitudes. However, one point of hesitation in ruling
out the cognitive specialization of numerical processes is
that the computational problem an organism faces in
representing number intuitively differs from the problem
of representing brightness or total surface area, for
example, at least in terms of the input variables that
are drawn upon. The problem of representing number
requires individuating objects or events and normalizing
over their non-numerical features. It, thus, seems likely
that a unique set of neural processes provides the basis for
the ‘formation’ of numerical representations even if the
hardware underlying the remainder of the quantitative
judgment process is generalized.

A second issue in characterizing the specificity of
numerical cognition is that no region of the IPS has been
consistently identified as exclusively involved in numerical
processing. Nevertheless, although our review indicates
little evidence for neural processes specific to numerical
representation or comparison, there are at least four pos-
sibilities that would not preclude such neural specificity.
Namely, the lack of evidence for distinct numerical pro-
cesses could result from; (i) complete intermingling of
neural populations that discretely encode numerosity
and other magnitudes [77]; (ii) inter-individual variability
in the regions used to represent different magnitudes that
hinders identification of number-specific processes at the
group level; (iii) a lack of spatial resolution necessary to
identify small but spatially dissociable patches of cortex
used for processing different magnitudes and, (iv) conver-
gence of neural mechanisms of quantitative processes at a
late stage in the processing stream, such as response
selection. This lattermost possibility has received some
support in recent fMRI and computational modeling stu-
dies [15,79,93].

Finally, much of the literature on the neural basis
of numerical cognition has focused on parietal cortex
[9,17]. The functional roles of other brain regions engaged
by numerical tasks, such as frontal cortex, remain to be
determined [14,16,26]. A closer investigation of activity in
regions outside parietal cortex could reveal different pro-
cesses for different quantities. Additionally, differences
among quantitative processes might also be evident in
the lateralization of activity across brain regions [17].
However, across studies, a clearly defined pattern of later-
alization remains elusive in quantity-related brain
activity, particularly in ‘number’ studies.

Why might time, number, space and other continuous
quantities be linked in cortex? Walsh [17] has raised the
possibility that time, space and number might share
resources because these dimensions each contain infor-
mation that can be used to direct action. Our review,
however, illustrates that continua beyond number, space
and time share the same psychophysical signatures, com-
parison processes and neural substrate. It is unclear how
the computational demands of the action system unify all
of these ordinal continua.

Rather than reflecting the computational demands of
the action control system, the common algorithms and
neural processes underlying magnitude judgments could
instead derive from a shared evolutionary heritage. For
example, the processes underlying different quantitative
judgments might have evolved from a single magnitude
system. Under this scenario, a system that once computed
one magnitude (e.g. size) could have been hi-jacked to
perform judgments along a new dimension (e.g. number)
[94]. Alternatively, different magnitude judgments could
have evolved simultaneously and independently, but obey
common principles because they are simply the most effi-
cient [95] or the most probable [96] under the pre-existing
constraints of the nervous system. Computational model-
ing studies can have a useful role in defining the poten-
tially adaptive features of a common magnitude code and
comparison algorithm for number and other quantities.
Additionally, studies of the structure and function of quan-
titative abilities in developing humans and non-human
animals will further illuminate convergence and diver-
gence in the origins of different quantitative abilities in
addition to the contribution of experience towards relating
or delineating quantities in the mind.

In conclusion, the ANS might be best characterized as
part of a broad, evolutionarily primitive domain in which
all quantitative dimensions share computational mechan-
7
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isms, despite likely differences in their initial encoding
processes. In this view, the characterization of the nature
of numerical cognition might be best approached indepen-
dently of issues of domain-specificity. New cognitive and
neurobiological data are needed to better characterize the
sources of the common signatures observed among distinct
magnitudes such as numerosity, brightness, size and time
(Box 3). Currently, the data implicate convergence of mag-
nitude processing in parietal cortex. The challenge, then, is
to discover the cognitive and neural processes underlying
quantitative judgments that lead to the indisputable
experience of different quantities as distinct properties.
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